Abstract. CMPSm is a MATLAB program using a predictor-corrector path-following method for tracing homotopy curves to approximate all isolated solutions of a system of polynomial equations. The program was originally developed for the cheater's homotopy, but it can be also used for linear and polyhedral homotopies. The software CMPSm, this manual and some numerical examples are available at http://www.is.titech.ac.jp/ kojima/CMPSm/
Introduction
We consider a system of polynomial equations f(x) = 0 from the n-dimensional complex space C n into itself, where each f k (x) 2 C of f(x) = (f 1 (x); f 2 (x); : : : ; f n (x)) 2 C n denotes a polynomial in variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n 2 C and x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) a variable vector in (a) all solutions of the starting polynomial system h(x;0) = 0 are easily attainable, (b) the target polynomial system h(x;1) = 0 coincides with f(x) = 0, (c) for all t in 0; 1), the system h(x;t) = 0 has only nonsingular solutions. Then, starting from a known solution x 0 of h(x;0) = 0 with the homotopy parameter t = 0 and increasing the value of t, trace a solution curve of h(x;t) = 0 numerically in the space C n 0; 1] to obtain a solution of the target system h(x;1) f(x) = 0 at t = 1. Linear, polyhedral and the cheater's homotopies represent popular homotopies. A MATLAB program CMPSm is based on a predictor-corrector path-following method for tracing solution curves of such homotopy systems. Some technical details of the method were presented in the recent paper 4]. 1 Dept. of Math., Ewha Women's University, 11 x a n n . Then we can write each f k (x) of f(x) as f k (x) = P a2A k c k (a)x a for a nite subset A k of Z n + and c k (a) 2 C (a 2 A k ) (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n). We call A k the support of f k (x). For the cyclic-3 polynomial system (1), we take 
Then we have a linear homotopy system
for the cyclic-3 polynomial system (1). All data necessary to execute CMPSm for the linear
L k ; k = 1; 2; 3) are described in the coe cient le 3cycL/3cycL.coef. This le contains the six keywords \n = ", \m = ", \ak.`= ", \coefk.`r = ", \coefk.`i = ", \Rcoefk.`r = ", and \Rcoefk.`i = ", where k and`stand for positive integers. A single space is necessary before and after = in each key word. A line should start with one of the keywords to be taken as valid data by CMPSm. Following two lines of comments in the beginning, the dimension 3 of the problem is speci ed by \n = 3", and then the cardinalities of A 
Polyhedral homotopies
Let e A k = A k (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n), where A k denotes the support of f k (x). To compute all isolated solutions of a polynomial system f(x) = 0, we produce multiple polyhedral homotopy systems for an auxiliary polynomial systemf k (x) = P a2A kc k (a)x a = 0 (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) with randomly generated coe cientsc k (a) (a 2 A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) based on the polyhedral homotopy theory 2, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, etc.], and then we construct a linear homotopy system between the auxiliary polynomial system with its solutions and the target polynomial system f(x) = 0. See 10, 11, 13, 16] for numerical methods for constructing polyhedral homotopy systems. Therefore, for the case of the polyhedral homotopy, CMPSm is used twice to nd the solutions of the target polynomial systems. First, we apply CMPSm to each polyhedral homotopy system h k (x; t) = P a2A kc k (a)x a t k (a) = 0 (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n); where the set of powers k (a) (a 2 A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) di ers from one polyhedral homotopy system to another butc k (a) (a 2 A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) remain the same for all polyhedral homotopy systems. Then, we apply CMPSm again to a linear homotopy system P a2A k ((1 ? t)c k (a) + tc k (a)) x a = 0 (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) with the solutions of the auxiliary polynomial system.
The distinctive feature of a polyhedral homotopy system h(x;t) is that exactly two of k (a) (a 2 A k ) are zeros and all the others are positive for each k = 1; 2; : : : ; n. As a result, the starting polynomial system h(x;0) = 0 is a binomial system, which we can easily solve.
When applying CMPSm, we need to scale the homotopy parameter t so that all positive k (a)'s are not less than 1. Such a scaling is always possible. In fact, replace the homotopy parameter t by t = s= where denotes the minimum of all positive k (a)'s (a 2 A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n). Then the modi ed homotopyĥ(x; s) = h(x;s= ) satis es the requirement.
In the case of the cyclic-3 polynomial system (1), we constructed two polyhedral homotopies based on the polyhedral homotopy theory; the one has the set of powers are located in the coe cient le 3cycP/3cycP.coef. The structures of 3cycP/3cycP.coef and 3cycP/3cycP1 (and 3cycP/3cycP2) are the same as 3cycL/3cycL.coef and 3cycL/3cycL. Only small di erences lie in the last parts of 3cycP/3cycP1 and 3cycP/3cycP2 where powers of the homotopy parameter t are described.
Cheater's homotopies
We take e A k = A k (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n), where A k denotes the support of f k (x). Then, a homotopy which we use in CMPSm may be regarded as a combination of a linear and a polyhedral homotopy with randomly generated valuesc k (a) and c k (a) (a 2 A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n). The use of this type of homotopy was proposed by Li 10] in the framework of the polyhedral homotopy continuation method. He called this homotopy cheater's homotopy. See 9] for the original de nition of the cheater's homotopy, and also 12] for coe cient-parameter polynomial continuation methods that include the cheater's homotopy as a special case. Exactly two of k (a) (a 2 A k ) of the cheater's homotopy are zeros and all the others are positive for each k = 1; 2; : : : ; n. This enables CMPSm to start from solutions of a binomial system with the coe cientc k (a)'s at t = 0 and attain solutions of the target polynomial system at t = 1 by tracing homotopy solution curves. All data to implement the cheater's homotopies for the cyclic-3 polynomial system (1) are stored in the directory 3cycC. Speci cally, the coecient le 3cycC/3cyc.coef includes the data c k (a) andc k (a) (a 2 A k ; k = 1; 2; 3), while the cell les of initial points 3cycC/3cycC1 and 3cycC/3cycC2 contain the same powers of t and the same initial solutions as the les 3cycP/3cycP1 and 3cycP/3cycP2. As in the polyhedral homotopy, we need to scale the homotopy parameter t so that all positive k (a)'s are not less than 1.
Parameter le
A user can specify the parameters accINfVal, accInNewtonDir, beta, divMagOFx, dTauMax, minEigForNonsing, NewtonDirMax and predItMax which control the behavior of CMPSm. The below is the parameter le, para 3cycL.dat used when CMPSm is applied to the cyclic-3 polynomial system (1) by a linear homotopy with the les 3cycL.coef and 3cycL mentioned in Section 2.1. # para3cycL.dat accINfVal= 1.e-10 accInNewtonDir= 1.e-8 # take beta = 1 for linear homotopy case beta=1; divMagOFx= 1.0e+3 dTauMax= 0.1 minEigForNonsing= 1.e-12 NewtonDirMax= 0.1 predItMax= 2000
Here \accINfVal=", \accInNewtonDir=", \beta=", \divMagOFx=", \dTauMax=", \minEigForNon-sing=", \NewtonDirMax=", \predItMax=" are keywords at the rst column of a line, and lines begin with ']' are comments which CMPSm neglects. \accINfVal", \accInNewtonDir"
and \minEigForNonsing" are used as stopping criteria; when an approximate solution x satisfying either CMPSm decides that the homotopy curve has converged to a nonsingular solution in the former case, and a singular solution in the latter case. When the 2-norm of an iterate x becomes larger than divMagOFx or when the predictor iteration exceeds predItMax, CMPSm stops. The parameter \dTauMax" provides an upper bound for increases in t k (a) (a 2 e A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) in the predictor procedure. If the 2-norm kdxk of the Newton direction is greater than the value NewtonDirMax kxk, the corrector iteration is discarded and then a predictor iteration with a smaller step is retried. The smaller the values of these two parameters are, the more accurately CMPSm traces a homotopy curve, to avoid an illegal jump from the curve into another curve.
The parameter beta 1 serves as a scaling for the homotopy parameter t. However, it is not relevant in the linear homotopy since all powers k (a) (a 2 e A k ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) are zero. For the polyhedral or the cheater's homotopy, we suggest to take 1 beta \the maximum of powers, k (a)'s over all homotopies"; 0:01 0:1 for computational e ciency and numerical stability. When large dimensional problems are solved by the polyhedral or the cheater's homotopy, the maximum of k (a)'s over all homotopies can be quite large, for example, it can exceed 200,000. Taking an appropriate beta improves the performance of CMPSm signi cantly for such cases. When the maximum is small, for example, less than 100, choose beta = 1. A more advanced method to deal with high powers of the continuation parameter t can be found in 5].
Remark. Three additional parameters \informationLevel", \coe SW" and \modSW"
with the usages are embedded in the main program CMPSm.m.
Execution of CMPSm
We brie y explain the procedure to solve the cyclic-3 polynomial system using the linear homotopy (5) with (2) and (4) Alternatively, combining (iii) and (iv) above, we can execute >>CMPSm('para3cycL.dat','3cycL.coef','3cycL');
When we use the polyhedral or the cheater's homotopy, we need to specify several \cellFileInitPt"s for input arguments. CMPSm can accept two more input arguments, \startCellNo" and \endCellNo" to handle those cases. For solutions of the cyclic-3 problem by the cheater's homotopy with the data les 3cycC.coef, 3cycC1, 3cycC2 and the parameter le para3cycC.dat, issue a command as >>CMPSm('para3cycC.dat','3cycC.coef','3cycC',1,2);
Here we take startCellNo= 1 and endCellNo= 2.
Output les
CMPSm generates two output les, *.stat le and *.sol le. Here * stands for the le name \cellFileInitPt" speci ed as the third input argument. The following is an example of the *.stat le from the cyclic-9 polynomial system stored in the directory 9cycC. Here \cell" denotes a positive integer attached to a cell le of initial points, which takes a value from \startCell" to \endCell" (the last two input arguments). \init" means the initial solution number. \statusP" indicates whether the homotopy path converged to a nonsingular solution (statusP = 3), converged to a singular solution (statusP = 4) or diverges (statusP = -2). Also statusP can have other values in di erent circumstances. The meaning of the values is described at the top of the *.stat le. \pIT", \TcIT" and \cpu " stand for the total number of predictor iterations, the total number of corrector iterations and the cpu time in seconds spent to trace the homotopy path, respectively. \hValError", \normOFx" and \minEig" denote the 1-norm of errors in function values of an approximate solution x computed, the 2-norm of x and the minimum eigenvalue of Df(x) Df(x), respectively. Each line without comment mark # shows an approximate solution x, the 1-norm of errors in function values, the cell number of initial points and the initial solution number, where the last three numbers correspond \hValError', \cell" and \init" in the *.stat le, such that real(x 1 ); imag(x 1 ); : : : ; real(x n ); imag(x n ); hValError; cell; init:
6 Numerical results : the number of (nonsingular) solutions computed. CMPSm may not be robust to nd all solutions of a polynomial system for some cases, although the rate of missing a solution is very low, less than 0:1% from our experience. Two e ective techniques exist to recover missing solutions. The one is to recompute the homotopy curves that have converged to a common solution with more conservative parameters ; take dTauMax= 0:01 and NewtonDirMax= 0:01 instead of their default values 0:1 and 0:1. The other is to apply CMPSm to more than a set of homotopy functions for a polynomial system to be solved, and merge multiple sets of the solutions obtained into a set of the solutions; choosing a di erent 
